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“We’ve come a 
long way, Baby!”



First 
myths……

Don Reeder
Plato – Physics and Society
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Beginnings   ---- Cosmology now



Curiosity and Observation

Sun warmth and protection
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Stars ??  
Regularity 
Perfection?
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Egypt

Sky
Air
Earth

Time:
Nile flood
Sun rise and set
Other cycles



India
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Every universe is covered by seven layers — earth, water, fire, air, 
sky, the total energy and false ego — each ten times greater than 
the previous one. There are innumerable universes besides this 
one, and although they are unlimitedly large, they move about 
like atoms in You. ….(Bhagavata Purana 6.16.37) 

1500 – 1200  BCE  Vedas written

“Father Sky” and “Earth” earth, air and heaven
The sacrifice and not the gods is considered the source 
of time, space, and all things that make up the universe

These "realms" are not only spatial but also as mental states



India
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"The Hindu religion is the only one of the world's great 
faiths dedicated to the idea that the Cosmos itself 
undergoes an immense, indeed an infinite, number of 
deaths and rebirths. It is the only religion in which time 
scales correspond to those of modern scientific 
cosmology. Its cycles run from our ordinary day and 
night to a day and night of Brahma, 8.64 billion years 
long, longer than the age of the Earth or the Sun and 
about half the time since the Big Bang."

Carl Sagan



Others
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Babylonian (3,000 BCE) - Flat earth floating in infinite "waters of chaos”

Biblical - Flat earth with the Genesis creation narrative (the world created in six days)

Pythagoras (390 BCE) - "Central Fire" (Sun?)  at the center of the Universe -- Earth, 
Moon and planets revolve

Aristotle (384 BCE) - Earth at the center of the universe surrounded by concentric 
celestial spheres

Ptolemy (2nd century CE) - Universe orbits around a stationary Earth

Medieval philosophers (500–1200 CE) – Rational but conflating theology and geometry
without knowing the underlying ”law”



China
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Everything in the universe is nothing more than various 
expressions of qi (energy)

According this theory, the cosmos is like an egg, with 
celestial layers wrapped the Earth core. While the Earth is 
made of earth, celestial layers are filled with water, and the 
water is supported by qi – the energy



China
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Recently found in Shaanxi Province

By ~100 BCE
Mapped the 5 planetary paths

Cause of Solar eclipses
Lunar Eclipses
Sunspots
28 constellations

200 BCE   observational site
(28000 sq mi)!!



General concepts

Observation

Up to  ~16th century

Religion Navigation    Politics
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Regularity      sun, moon, stars
Lack of regularity planets, comets

(magic -- supernatural)
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~1500  Luther and Gutenberg
Challenging the stifling of critical thought
by the Clerical - Monarchical hierarchy

Technology

Exploration and Science:
Mostly occurred in protestant countries


